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Foreword
Welcome to the EPOCH Freeware Team's largest endeavor to date – the EPOCH
Passage Aviation Scenery & Adventure Package. Over the space of a few short months
we have built this experience from the ground up, basing it on the premise of purchasing
a now-defunct route charter from a long gone airline called Queen Charlotte Airways,
founded along British Columbia's portion of the Inside Passage.
Our freeware team usually consists of an adventure architect, one or two scenery
builders and one or two object and texture builders. This time we had these and more,
for we called out to our VA's pilot community at our website, www.unex-planedapps.com
and asked if any were interested in contributing to the package as well. We had sign and
livery artists galore, and I cannot thank them enough, as the experience of scenery and
adventure creation is always enhanced when others pitch in with their ideas and hard
work.
Another first for us is having two architects. One for the scenery package layout, design
and implementation and another for the overall experience. It takes more than just hard
work and passion to bring something like this package forward to the X-Plane flight
simulation community – it takes vision. How do we want to see it used? How will it be
used? What adventure can be intimated through the placement of scenes and assets?
What will increase the immersive experience of all and what documentation, maps,
charts and graphics will add to the overall enjoyment for everyone?
On behalf of the 10 primary contributors to this experience, as well as the many who
were involved in putting assets into the 4 libraries we used, the high-def mesh that we
placed our build on and the world that Laminar gave us, we hope that you enjoy this as
much as we have enjoyed bringing it forward to you!

Cheers,
bc

Introduction

A long time ago, in a land close or far away, there lived a man with a mission. His name
was Jim Spilsbury and he built radios.
Jim lived on the west coast of Canada, in the province of British Columbia – more
specifically, in an area known now as the Inside Passage. From humble farming
beginnings on an island between the mainland and Vancouver Island, he learned the
fairly new business of radios and started making them, one at a time, for use up and
down the short segment of the Passage that he called home. These radios were not just
receivers but rather transmitters as well, and for the first time ever, many of the pioneers
of this part of the vast country of Canada were able to communicate in minutes rather
than days or weeks.
One of the biggest problems that Spilsbury faced in the late 1920's was the length of
time it took to boat up and down the waterways to his ever-growing list of clients. So he
decided to buy an airplane in the early 30's, hire a pilot to take him around to his calls,
and usher in a new era for his communication company!
The radio business grew and so did his fleet of aircraft, as Jim had almost unwittingly
entered the air service business. For almost 30 years he carried on in both endeavors,
seeing aircraft from the Stranraer through to the Norseman, Beaver, Goose, Canso and
others until he sold his company and retired.
EPOCH Passage Aviation picks up here, but in our modern era. The 'story line' is that
we have acquired the old charter and assets of the flight service, which was then a
taxi/contract flight business with a few coveted 'commuter' scheduled routes, and are
now competing with others to service the area. It is in this context then that we present
you with the scenery and adventure package, and an online community found at
www.unex-planedapps.com in which to enjoy your time as a simulator pilot for a
company that's going somewhere, for a reason!

Familiarization Guide

Flying The Operations Area

Introduction
This chapter of the EPOCH E.P.A. Experience Guide will provide pilots with a very brief
introduction to both the geography and the general character/feel (immersion) of flying
in the area. These are suggestions only and must always be supplemented with the
pilot’s own knowledge of his/her aircraft, situational awareness “outside the window”,
and local knowledge obtained by practice. Following a given flight path through to every
location only once will NOT provide the pilot with adequate knowledge to fly the area
under a wide variety of weather conditions. Flying actual Jobs/Missions regularly will be
the key to ingraining familiarity.

MAPS

This is the X-Plane map of the area of operations showing each location where Epoch
Passage Aviation maintains a main facility. For those pilots who might not be familiar
with this part of Canada, the area is divided by the large NW-SE light green waterway
you see diagonally, known as a whole as the “Inside Passage”. This is only a small
southern portion of the entire Inside Passage; but is made up of the Johnstone Strait
(lower right) up through the narrows at the XENON fix; and the Queen Charlotte
Strait, the wider portion beginning at the islands off of Port McNeill (where EPA has
a main office and base of operations), and continuing off to the NW.
The land area to the north and east of the Inside Passage is made up of many islands
leading to the “mainland” of British Columbia. “Inlet” waterways flow between the
islands into the straits from the mainland. The land area to the south and west of the
Passage is only a small part of the large Vancouver Island. It too is filled with lakes
and “inlets”, some of which are actually inlets from the Pacific Ocean to the west of
the island.
Epoch Passage Aviation facilities are the ICAO locations labeled CExx.
Each EPA location has a portable NDB radio station on-site to aid navigation. For
ease of use, these NDB’s are set to sequential frequencies of 540 to 559, generally

oriented from NW (540 at Leonora Lake) to SE (559 at Kelsey Bay). Pilots may want
to have this list on their kneeboard as they fly the area.
Leonora Lake
Big Beach
Deserters Group
Belize Inlet
Seymour Inlet
McKinnon Lagoon
Drury Inlet
Jennis Bay
Nimmo Bay
Numas Island

540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549

Hopetown
Kingcome
Wakeman Sound
Simoom Sound
Echo Bay
Shawl Bay
Gilford Village
Minstrel Island
Port Neville
Kelsey Bay

550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559

Below is an X-Plane map showing the geographic features of the area, putting the EPA
facilities in context of other important named places. While it is certainly not necessary
to memorize every geographic feature in the area, it will be time saving to know the
location of places such as “McKenzie Lake”, when given a Job or Mission to fly there to
conduct a driftwood aerial survey, or to drop off some intrepid fishing clients. (approx.
58x:37y on the map). Water places names are in blue text. Island names (and some
First Nation tribal locations) are in red text.

Full page duplicates of both maps are provided for your use at the end of this chapter.

Familiarization Flight Plans
We will now present, (and hopefully you, the Pilot, will try out) some flight plans that will
take you through the area of operations, flying to (but not landing) at our various facility
locations. Landings, and the features of each facility, will be covered in another chapter
of the Familiarization Guide. To use these plans, you may of course fly any aircraft with
which you are comfortable that can be flown fairly “low and slow”. At this writing the only
aircraft owned by EPA that are flown on actual Jobs are the Cessna 172N floatplane,
the Grumman Goose 21 (non-turbo), The PBY-Consolidated “Canso”, and the Noorduyn
Norseman floatplane. (The helicopter, Bell 412 is available, as well). If you are
comfortable flying any one of these, so much the better as these are the aircraft you’ll
be flying as an Epoch Passage Aviation pilot.
To begin, we’ll use the example just mentioned of flying to McKenzie Lake from our base
at Port McNeill. This flight will give us a good opportunity to over-fly several of our
facilities in the center of our operations region. We’ll consider this flight plan, and in fact
all the subsequent flight plans in this “Familiarization” section as “aerial survey jobs”, for
which EPA will provide premier air taxi service for two surveying passengers.
A few final notes/suggestions before laying out the familiarization flight plans.
 Set weather to CAVOK, 10 nm visibility. Set low level clouds to scattered cumulus at
2000’ ASL. Set clouds “Clear” at mid and high level. Clear skies are somewhat rare
in this coastal region. Successfully flying Jobs/Missions will be determined by the
pilot’s ability to fly to most locations in the channels and inlets. Direct flights from point
A to point B are going to be rare. You can fly to most of our facilities at 1500’ ASL
without caroming off of anything solid. But when the ceiling is 1200’, with 7 nm visibility
you’ll need to stay in the channels and inlets. Safety First!!


Set date and time to the real date, but 12 noon “local time” to provide best light for
recognizing landmarks. Flight Plans are timed based on an average airspeed of 110
mph flying the EPA Cessna 172N floatplane.

Fly-Over to Numas Island, Hopetown and Nimmo Bay on Watson Island
Here is the flight plan for our first aerial survey flight. You will want to refer to this graphic,
as well as to the Facilities & Features map for place names.

Before T/O, set your ADF radio to 549, the frequency for Numas Island. We will fly
the 06 runway heading out of Pt McNeill until reaching the Nimpkish River Island,
climbing to 1500’. Then turn to 318 and fly 13 nm over to Numas Island where we
have a facility. Use your ADF to guide you to the island. It’s rather small in the middle
of the Queen Charlotte Strait. At the Numas Island NDB turn to hdg 032 and make
our way across the Queen Charlotte to the entrance to the inlet at Dixon Island. Keep
left against the shoreline of Robinson Island. You may want to descend to 700-800’
for better visibility. Continue 11 nm up the inlet to Atkinson Island. Fly around
Atkinson Island counter-clockwise, keeping the island in view out your port window
until you reach the opening on the right that is bounded by Kinaird Island ahead.
Turning right sharply to 056, you are now in a very narrow channel that cuts deeply
into Watson Island. We will follow this channel “low and slow” for just a few more
miles. If your job was to land at either Hopetown or Nimmo Bay, you would want to
be flying only about 500’ more or less by now. On your left, obliquely and very
suddenly will come a passage that leads directly to our facility at Hopetown (below).
We’ll fly past it now, but take note of it as you pass.

Turn now to 65 degrees and follow the narrowed passage ahead bearing to the right.
As the passage widens again we are approaching the entrance to Nimmo Bay on the
left. You would want to be landing out here in the clear area since the entrance to the
bay itself is very narrow and a sharp turn. Our facility is very conveniently located,
however. For now, stay on course at 700-800’ and fly-by noticing the entrance to the
Nimmo Bay on the left.

Climb now to no less than 800’ flying straight ahead (~060) up the final leg of the
channel that cuts deeply into Watson Island. You will be flying through a deep-V
ravine on the island (see below) and soon encounter McKenzie Lake where your job
is to fly your two passengers around the lake for the aerial survey. You may also want
to land on the lake and take a breather before you start back.

While not necessary for this introduction, it might be useful for you to reverse the
course of each of these flight plans and fly back to Port McNeill, seeing the landscape
from the reverse angle.

Fly-Over Numas Island, Deserters Group, Big Beach and Leonora Lake
Here’s our next aerial survey flight plan. Pick up your surveyors at the Port McNeill
terminal.

Set your ADF to 549 (Numas Island). We will fly the 06 runway heading out of Pt McNeill
until reaching the Nimpkish River Island, again climbing to 1500’. We’ll then turn to hdg
318 and pass over our facility at Numas Island. Reset your ADF to 542. You’ll fly hdg
278 up the Queen Charlotte Strait for 16 nm, heading for our facility at the Deserters
Island Group.
As you pass over the NDB at our facility at Deserters Group, reset your ADF to 541 for
Big Beach and change course to 312 for 16 nm. Approaching, you’ll see why it’s such a
fast growing development, with miles of white sand beach along the Queen Charlotte
Strait…a perfect spot for swimming, partying, whale watching, eagle watching etc.
Property developers are having a field day here!

Turn to hdg 026 and climb to 2000’. You’ll be crossing dry land for a bit to reach our
facility at Leonora Lake. You’ll be flying past Mount Robinson (1712’). Tune your ADF
to 540 and fly the needle around the mountain to Leonora Lake if necessary.

By the way, as a part of your familiarization, realize that the straight line distance from
Port McNeill to Leonora Lake to the NW, or to Kelsey Bay to the SE, is no more than 50
miles. Notice in this SkyVector Plan that the travel time at 110 mph is only 34 minutes--and you will have flown over 4 of our facilities. While flying the Inside Passage may be
daunting at times because of the weather, the distances involved are not that great.
Of course, we anticipate that our premier air taxi service will be so wildly popular (and
profitable) that we can expand our geographical area sooner rather than later. But we
also need more experienced pilots like you who are familiar with flying the Inside
Passage!
For the remainder of this chapter we are presenting more flight plans that will help you
become familiar with flying to the rest of our locations. Use these plans in conjunction
with the Facilities Map, NDB frequencies, and the Features Map which names many of
the islands, lakes and channels.

Fly-over to Kelsey Bay and Port Neville

This aerial survey flight will take you past our southeastern facilities. It also requires flying
the main Johnstone Strait. As you fly the runway heading 06 out of Port McNeill, climbing
to 1000’, it is easiest to keep within sight of land on your starboard side. Not too close,
though! When passing Robson Bight, you must stay 1 nm offshore. This area is a
protected preserve for Orca whales, complete with “rubbing beaches” for them. Stay at
least a mile offshore.
The flight plan gives general heading guidelines, and leads to the KELSEY fix. But in the
I.P. “looking out the window” is one very important key to safety. No need to follow the
headings and distances to the letter here. Just fly the Vancouver Island coastline into
Kelsey Bay. It might be easiest to fly from the co-pilot seat.

Turning into Kelsey Bay.

After your fly-by of Kelsey Bay, tune your ADF one step lower to 558 and turn left to
hdg 297. Fly 7 nm to the Port Neville NDB that is located at the entrance to the Port
area. Milly Island is on your left.
Approaching the entrance to Port Neville.

Our facility is deep inside the Port, so fly all the way in to get a feel for this scenic
timber industry area.

Fly-Over to Minstrel Island

For this aerial survey flight plan you’ll fly the 06 runway heading climbing to 1000’, and
then “island hop”, keeping the islands on your left until you get into the channel. After
Alert Bay, keep the Pearce Islands, and then Hanson Island on your left so that you fly
up “into the slot” between Hanson Island and West Cracroft Island. Suggested altitude
is 800’. Below is the view of flying into the “slot”. ADF setting for Minstrel Island is 557.

Once in the “slot”, keep the West Cracroft Island shoreline in sight out the starboard side,
as the port side will open up before the next island, Harbledown Island, appears on your
left. This is especially critical in low visibility situations so that you don’t wander off to

the left and run into Harbledown Island. Flying through here at 800’ leaves little room for
error if you suddenly come upon these low-lying islands.
You will come upon some very small low islands in the channel itself. Just fly around
them. Continue flying up the channel, generally keeping the starboard shoreline in sight.
You’ll pass Turnour Island on your left, and a few more islands mid channel.

Now it’s time to slow down and prepare for a maneuver around Minstrel Island as it
appears dead ahead in the channel. The EPA facility is around on the other side of the
island, and the shortest way there is through the narrow opening called “the Blow Hole”
on the eastern side of the island. You’re going to fly through the Blow Hole before you
land on the back side!

About 300’ asl, 80 kts flying through The Blow Hole:

The NDB (557) is located on the back side of Minstrel Island. Once through the Blow
Hole, just turn left towards the NBD to find our facility.
This is an easy flight plan to backtrack to Port McNeill in order to build familiarity with
flying in this area.

Fly-Over of Gilford Village, Echo Bay, Simoon Sound, Shawl Bay, Wakeman Sound
and Kingcome
This aerial survey will help to familiarize you with the routing into the central section of
our Operations area. It covers six of our facilities. As with the earlier examples, certain
themes begin appearing over and over:
Fly low and slow.
Fly I.F.R. = “I Follow Rivers”.
Keep major land masses on the left (or right) as you pick your way along, but not too
close. You’re not exactly “coast dogging” …yet; unless you get really lost and need to
get around an island to get back on the NDB. You can always land on the water to get
reoriented, “motorboating” back to familiar territory, if needed. In almost any emergency,
being in a floatplane is an advantage as long as you’re over water. In the I.P., you can
always find a safe cove to spend the night; or until the weather clears.

This flight combines some of the “familiarity” features we’ve been trying to instill. Open
water navigation with NBDs, time and distance calculations, “out the window”
awareness, flying inlets, staying oriented by keeping to the right or left when passing
islands. Practice this flight using only your charts and the navlog below. Make your own
notes of landmarks along the way.

Fly-Over of Jennis Bay and Drury Inlet Facilities
Here’s the aerial survey flight plan for familiarizing yourself with this central area of
operations. Pick up your surveyor pax at the terminal.

You’ll take off on RR 24 this time for 5 nm, climbing to 1500’. You’ll use this t/o pattern
when you fly to some of the features on Vancouver Island itself. But, turn ~352, and set
your ADF to Numas Island (549). Once you’re over the Numas Island NDB, fly away
from it on heading 037. This will take you over to Percy and Dixon Islands, and up into
the inlet. You flew this route in section #4 when you first flew to Hopetown and Nimmo
Bay.

Keep the Robinson Island shoreline (port side) in view at all times. There is a “hook” of
land on the starboard side (N. Broughton Island) up at Greenway Sound and you don’t
want to get “caught” in it. Set your ADF to Jennis Bay 547. When you approach Atkinson
Island (remember flight #4?) your NDB will be pointing almost 90 degrees left and that’s
the time to turn into Stuart Narrows.

After your turn just follow the shoreline on the starboard side, keeping just off the NDB
vector until you reach the very deep Jennis Bay location/NDB. You can’t miss it!

Passing the Jennis Bay NDB, reset your ADF to 546 and make your way along the
starboard shoreline to Drury Inlet. You’ll see it when Dove Island comes into view straight
ahead.

Fly-Over of Seymour Inlet, McKinnon Lagoon

T/O runway 24 and climb to 1500’ for 4 nm, turn 350 and fly the Queen Charlotte Strait
to the NDB at Numas Island, then turn to hdg 278 and fly to Deserters Group (542). From
Deserters Group you want to fly hdg 325 toward Bramham Island and the narrow channel
leading up into the Seymour Inlet. Stay to the left here because the passageway on the
right is a blind alley.

When you reach the crossroads at Seymour Inlet, turn sharp right to hdg 108 and follow
the inlet for about 6 nm. Follow the right-hand coastline. Set your ADF for 544. You may
want to descend to not-less-than 800’. You will pass our Seymour Inlet facility in the
deep bay on your right. Continue on past Seymour Inlet for now.
Once you’ve passed our Seymour Inlet facility NDB, keep the shoreline on your right in
constant view so that you do not stray to the left. NOTE that you will pass an opening in
your “left” that is the way to the Seymour Inlet, proper. Continue down the channel into
the very narrow channel that leads to McKinnon Lagoon.

Following this narrow channel, pay attention to the port side shoreline, turning at the
base of McKinnon lagoon toward our NDB (545) and the CEML facility.
Here is an X-Plane graphic map of this last section of the flight plan.

Fly-Over of Belize Inlet Facility Location
Our final “aerial surveyor” flight plan to E.P.A.’s Belize Inlet facility uses the previous
flight plan’s approach to Bramham Island; but turns LEFT at the top of the channel
instead of right. Although not visible in this graphic, that hdg is ~283.

Once you are headed eastward in the inlet on hdg 072, set your ADF radio to 543 for
Belize Inlet. Fly at only 300-500 feet in order to give your survey team a great view!

This will be a popular “Flight-Seeing” route for Epoch Passage Aviation. Because of its
high and sometimes sheer walls, Belize Inlet is classified as one of Canada’s official
“fjords”!!

Conclusion
Below for your use are large images of the Facilities and Facilities-Features maps used
in this guide. PRINT them out, if you wish
Don’t hesitate to repeat these flights to continue familiarizing yourself with this amazing
area.

PLEASE NOTE: This Guide utilizes only default X-Plane locations and the listed custom
NDBs to orient you to the Area of Operations. The custom scenery for EPA has, for
example, its main facility at Port McNeill's Nimpkish River outlet and not at the airfield
(AT5) further to the northwest. Please note also that the actual custom scenery locations
may be slightly offset from where they are generically described herein. This chapter
was written prior to final placement of the virtual facilities using only the NDB placements.
See the Location Details chapter of the Familiarization Guide for precise orientation.

We hope that this chapter of the Familiarization Guide has been helpful, and that you
now feel prepared to be a regular, frequent pilot with Epoch Passage Aviation air taxi
service.

Familiarization Guide
The Craft of EPOCH Passage Aviation

In this brief chapter, we’ll give you an overview of each of the craft used by EPOCH
Passage Aviation during its initial phase of operation. As a start-up airline, EPA has only
a limited license (703) under Canadian Aircraft law.
We are very simply an air taxi service.
It will be important for our pilots to understand that while they are free to fly any aircraft
they wish for our Jobs, the ONLY aircraft model-types that are eligible for pilot pay are
the craft EPA owns---included here in this manual. These craft are identified by specific
tail numbers which are to be entered into the Economy Model.
Below are “Before and After” pictures of the aircraft purchased and refurbished for E.P.A
service, along with some basic flight characteristics. Note that there may be slight
differences between V9.7 and V10.x versions of each model, as well as the real world
POH. The majority of the flight characteristic are taken from the model itself (in
Planemaker), not necessarily the original real world POH.

1. Cessna 172N-Amphibious Model
Tail Number C-BONE
Before

After

This aircraft represents the personal airplane of Jim Spilsbury, the founder and CEO of
our precursor, Queen Charlotte Airline.
Jim was not an aviator at all. He was a ham radio operator and electrical engineer who
built “radiophones” (along with his partner Jim Hepburn), and sold them to the
burgeoning timber industry, which had set up lumber camps amid the many islands of
the Inside Passage. Spilsbury delivered, then serviced the radios at the camps by using
boat transportation for several years. His radio business grew large enough that he
couldn’t keep up with both sales and repair, so he and “Hep” pulled the money together
to buy an old, used WACO aircraft. They hired Spilsbury’s cousin, Rupert Spilsbury, as
their first part-time pilot. Cousin Rupert had plenty of flying experience before, during
and after WWII. In only a couple of hours, and using far less fuel, Jim could cover the
same distance servicing his customers that took 2-3 days by boat.
Jim only learned to fly late in the “story” of Q.C.A. And his flying skills were not honed
to razor sharpness. He first flew the company’s four place Stinson Station Wagon, tail
number CF-FYJ. More than once he misread the distance-to-land over water and ended
up in embarrassing situations. In one such incident, wearing “cool” aviator sunglasses
such that he couldn’t judge how close he was to the water, Jim ended up perched on the
gas dock of Maude and Oscar Johnson’s logging camp in Belize Inlet, floats completely
out of the water, and the tip of the propeller stopped only 6 inches from a 5000-gallon
gasoline storage tank!!! Jim was a “lucky”, but not very “good” pilot. Fortunately for
Queen Charlotte Airlines, he was an excellent administrator!

This fully refurbished Cessna 172N floatplane is perfect for EPA’s air taxi service. Here
are a few of this model’s characteristics. For a full description, be sure and read the POH
documentation that comes with the model.
Standard Empty Weight:
Maximum Useful Load:
Maximum weight:
Passenger seating:
Speed: Max at sea level
Stall: Flaps Up
Stall: Flaps down
Never Exceed:

1609#
611#
2220#
3
127 knots
48 knots
44 knots
158 knots

2. Grumman Goose – Retractable Floats (RF) Model
Tail Number C-ORCA
Before

After

The twin engine Grumman Goose was added to the Queen Charlotte Airline fleet in the
late 1940’s. It gave them a safer aircraft, as well as the ability to work out of commuter
airfields, as well as float docks at the lumber camps. Not only was she more reliable
than the original Waco, she was safer with twin engines, just in case one went out
while flying the early unscheduled routes over water.
You’ll appreciate that increased safety margin, too, when you fly this beautifully
restored model with retractable floats and modern avionics.
Empty Weight:
Useful Load:
Maximum Weight:
Passenger Seating:
Speed: Max at sea level
Stall: Flaps Up
Stall: Flaps down
Never Exceed

5426#
2529#
7955#
7
198 mph
79 mph
64 mph
228 mph

3. Noorduyn Norseman
Tail Number C-FGSA
Before

After

By 1946, Queen Charlotte Airline was getting a lot of charters. So many that were too
large for the Waco, and too small for the Stranraers that they were flying. The de
Havilland Beaver was still a year from production; but a lot of Noorduyn Norseman had
been coming off of war duty and were on the market. These great machines were
designed and built for the Canadian north bush country right in Montreal. They have a
high wing for stable flying and easy parking near docks and shores. They have a large
detachable door for easy loading of pax and freight. They also have a large tail for
easy maneuvering on the water.
So, in 1946 Jim Spilsbury started to acquire these workhorses as steadily as he could.
Once the Beaver became available the following year, more and more of the
Norsemen came on the “used” market. At one time, QCA was flying 14 of these
beauties at once.
Empty Weight:
Useful Load:
Maximum Weight:
Passenger Seating:
Speed: Max at sea level
Stall: Flaps Up
Stall: Flaps down
Never Exceed

4570#
2830#
7400#
10
130 knots
65 knots
59 knots
160 knots

4. PBY Consolidated (Canso) - Civilian Modern Version
Tail Number C-9767
Before

After

In 1951, Q.C.A. had enough commercial business prospects (or so they thought) with
the Aluminum Company of Canada (Alcan) to make the leap to the PBY Consolidated
(Canso). Like the Norseman, these aircraft were produced in Canada as well. While it
hauls the same number of passengers as the aged Stranraer, the Canso is both a
monoplane and amphibious, making it much faster and more efficient for commercial
use on land or sea. It could also be fitted for IFR flying, which was critical when flying
scheduled flights or lucrative contracts with a company as large as Alcan.
Our Canso is an old civilian freight model which had had the military gunnery “bubbles”
removed from the aft section. For our refurbishment we chose to re-instate the
signature bubbles both as an added inducement to increase the enjoyment of
passenger flying, and as an homage to the aircraft’s distinguished Canadian military
heritage:
“RCAF F/O T.C. Cooke on April 17, 1944, flying CRR at 800 feet on a combined anti-submarine patrol and met flight,
spotted the wake from a submarine on the surface. This was U342 and the location was 65 degrees, 23 minutes North
and 29 degrees, 20 minutes West. They immediately went on the attack and the submarine opened fire from
approximately 3000 yards. Cooke took evasive action and turned into the attack from the beam at 1200 yards. The twin
nose guns opened up, and silenced the submarine's guns. It's a good thing the fire was effective as both nose guns quit
firing at the 300-yard mark, and the final part of the run was made without a shot being fired. The Canso straddled the Uboat with three 200 pound torpex depth charges. The first one fell close to the starboard side and the remaining two on
the port side. The U-boat was observed to sit lower in the water after the attack.” Nine minutes later U342 exploded and
sank.
The full text of this article is here: http://www.spitcrazy.com/u342.htm

Empty Weight:
Useful Load:
Maximum T/O Weight:
Passenger Seating:
Speed: Max at sea level:
Stall: (There are no flaps):
Never Exceed:

20,339#
10,161#
30,500#
8
139 knots
67 knots
190 knots

5. RIVA Aquarama Water Taxi
Tail Number C-RIVA
Before

After

Many of our EPA facilities have locations where transfer from a floating dock to shore is
a real world necessity. Several more have been imagined to increase enjoyment. Use
this craft as you would any water taxi throughout the EPA territories. She’s fast and
furious with her twin 225 HP V8 engines!! Just be careful!! X-Plane does not handle
watercraft in wave action well, and it’s easy to flip this beauty over (and our precious
passengers) without proper cautious operation.
It is noteworthy that all of the EPA craft can use either the full-menu DuctTape plugin or
the automated (Lite) version. This manages the wave height for you, among other things.
Engines:
Cruising speed: 1800 rpm
Maximum speed: 2000 rpm
Passenger Seating:
Empty Weight:
Useful Load:
Maximum Weight:

Two 225 hp V8s
About 42 knots in calm seas
About 46 knots in calm seas
6
2000#
2000#
4000#

6. Bell 412/Huey Helicopter
Tail Number C-FMQN
Before

After

We found this “very used” beauty (no injuries), and hauled it off this high bluff to our
refurbishment facility in Calgary.
It is worth noting that the Bell 412 and Huey are interchangeable as far as EPA
operations go, and that the two models were brought forward to accommodate users of
both payware and freeware.
While this aircraft was not used by our predecessor, Queen Charlotte Airline, we
sincerely hope that our EPOCH Passage Aviation pilots who love helicopters will
appreciate this acquisition and use this remarkable and memorable classic at any of
our facilities that accommodate helos, as well as for search and rescue in the bush!!
Empty Weight:
Useful Load:
Maximum Weight:
Passenger Seating:
Speed: Max at sea level
Never Exceed:

5,070#
4,430#
9,500#
15
100 mph
130 mph
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Installing & Using the Custom NDB (Non-Directional Beacon) File

In pursuit of an enjoyable piloting experience, as well as ensuring that virtual revenue is
weighted on the side of profit and not expenses, EPOCH Passage Aviation made the
decision to add navigational beacons to each of their registered facilities in the operating
area.
The staff of EPOCH Alaska Air, the parent company of E.P.A. found a reasonable
solution in the form of a semi-portable transmitter, easily assembled and placed on site
and for a reasonable cost per unit (20 required).

These transmitters have a fully-realized super-heterodyne system and beat cutting that
is unequaled in any standard AM transmitters. 18 of them give a solid 25 nm. range while
2 of them have power doublers and boost to 50 nm. Range.

Here is a simple map showing the NDB's, their placement and codes to be dialed into
the aircraft's ADF (Automatic Direction Finder) receiver.

There are 20 new NDB stations in the EPA Package. Each NDB consists of the name of
the facility that it serves. A 4-letter code helps to identify the transmitter as well as a 3digit number (both of which can be used with various avionics in the pilot's aircraft).

These are in contrast to other navigation aids as seen above at Port Hardy, where VOR
(Very high frequency Omni-directional Radio range) transmitters and ILS (Instrument
Landing System) are utilized at larger centres.

Adding the Custom NDB Data File to your simulator:

First of all, please take note that X-Plane at present (up to Version 10.4.2) does not allow
for changes to the navigation data 'on the fly', which is to say that adding a file to a
custom scenery package will not affect the main navigation file of the simulator.

This means that we have to manually add it in, which is not that great of a task but needs
to be repeated whenever we update our simulator version, as the update itself will restore
the navigation file back to its original form (plus or minus any changes from Laminar that
are needed for the version update).

It is important to keep the custom navigation add-in piece for this EPA Custom Scenery
Package handy so that you can incorporate it into your navigation file directly after any
Laminar updates. It is perfectly okay to leave the custom navigation add-in file right
where it is – in the top of the EPOCH Passage Aviation custom scenery package, and
just use it whenever you need to.

Okay, let's try our hand at this. The process is the same for both Version 9.7 and Version
10.x of the simulator.

Instructions for adding the NDB Data:

The first thing we need to do is open our “EPOCH Passage Aviation Territory Phase One
Vxx” scenery folder (the xx is replaced by the simulator version that you have chosen to
download). Here's what you see when you open the folder:

The file we want is circled in red. Now, with a plain-text editor, open the “EPA – NDBs.txt”
file. You will see this:

Change nothing. For now, just leave that sitting in its text window.

The next thing we want to do is dig into the X-Plane folder for the proper place to paste
the data above into. Here's your root folder (approximately) with the next sub-folder to
be opened in highlight:

Open the Resources sub-folder. Inside that you will see the following (again,
approximately) with the next sub-folder to be opened in highlight:

Open the default data sub-folder. In it you will see the following, with the file that we will
be modifying shown with a red circle around it.

Now, what we need to do is to “append”, or add to the bottom of the file, the custom data
that we wish the simulator to use.
First of all, we will need to copy the data from the “EPA – NDBs.txt” file before anything
else is done. Navigate to the open text file and SELECT ALL of the text. Then select
COPY from your text editor's menu. The information is now sitting in your computer's
memory, ready for the next operation.
EXIT the text editor now. The data that you copied is still preserved in memory, so
nothing has been lost.

Next step – back to the sub-folder showing your “earth_nav.dat” file. Open this, again
with your text editor. Scroll to the very bottom of the file – it is helpful if you size your text
editor's window so the file can be seen similar to the view you see in the picture below.

You can see by the arrow and blue text what we will be doing next.
Position the cursor in the text file at the end of the last data line. Press ENTER.
Now Select PASTE and the custom data for the NDBs will be pasted directly into the file
at the cursor position.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Look closely at the end of the newly expanded file after having pasted in the data. Ensure
that the “99” is not only on the last line by itself, but that there are no spaces between
the last line of the data and the “99”, which is an end of file marker and necessary to the
correct functioning of the data in the simulator.

Lastly, SAVE the file as you see it.

That's it. You have now successfully added in custom data to the simulator's
“earth_nav.dat” file, and the next time you start X-Plane and go to a facility in the area
where the NDBs are, you can see them on the Local Map as well as tune them on your
aircraft's ADF receiver.

SoftDocks™, Dock Firming, Dock-type Differences

The EPOCH Passage Aviation custom scenery package comes with a number of
enhancements to your floatplane experience. This is important, as all of the facilities
included have docking as the primary spot to start and stop, load cargo and passengers
and run-up your aircraft prior to flight.
Note for Straight-Float-Aircraft Users:
Two of the aircraft used in the Phase One of EPOCH Passage Aviation's virtual
experience are the Noorduyn Norseman by X-Hangar and the Cessna 172N by XHanger OR Carenado. Both of these are straight floatplanes, not amphibians. If you wish
to have them load by default to the first ramp start location, which is the SoftDock™ in
the EPA scenery package, then you must use Planemaker and remove the checkmark
for “Start Aircraft on Water” or the craft will start elsewhere. You would then have to reposition it prior to flight.
Note for Amphibious-Float-Aircraft Users:
By default, your amphibian will load at all of the SoftDock™ ramp starts with the wheels
in the down position. You may lift the gear as soon as you turn Master Power on, as the
aircraft will power off of the SoftDock™ on its floats.
In the case of the SoftDock™, as well as dock firming techniques and land/water
separators, a wheels-down condition will usually result in unwanted jumping or even
crashing by the aircraft when encountering the surfaces. Unless you are landing on an
aerodrome strip or off-airport land, keep your gear UP!
Docks in EPOCH Passage Aviation's Scenery:
The SoftDock™ as seen in the next pages is not a dock as such. It is a surface that sits
just below the water and behaves much like damp grass. It is easy to see by day, and
has 4 lights that make it usable at night as well.
There are however 7 actual docks utilized. One type has hard-surfaces, which treat your
aircraft to a very difficult time should you run into it. The other 6 have what we call 'firm
bases', in that your aircraft will bump a bit but come to a stop if you happen to run into
one of these docks. Unlike the 'hard' dock, the firm ones can be powered off of and away
from without damage.

The pictures on the next pages, following the details of the EPA's SoftDock™ technology,
show the various types of physical, above-water docking facilities.

The EPOCH Passage Aviation SoftDock™

Here is more information on the SoftDock™ as considered within the Virtual Airline
experience. The pictures, along with the brief introduction above, should serve as a great
description.

The EPOCH Passage Aviation Physical Docks
Here is more information on the dock types that you will encounter in the EPA package,
from highest to lowest usage at the facilities. A short description accompanies each
picture.

This is the most common type, the wharf, as it portrays the type of dock common to the
Inside Passage where the tides move up and down significantly.

The 'Hard' wharf. This one uses an X-Plane physics routine to harden it.

On the left, an example of several docks on pilings. On the right, the floating dock with
rubber tires for bumpers along the edge.

The floating 'swim' dock, which is used constructively throughout the package. Note the
flotation barrels underneath it.

Both of these facilities, shown above, are a part of a larger object which includes
workshops or processing buildings.

The top one is a bedded pier style and the bottom, a wharf.

HeliPad Types, X-P's hard-surface physics & Frame Rates

The Helicopter Facilities in EPA

It was decided that, since rotorcraft operations are prolific between Vancouver Island
and the Mainland, the EPOCH Passage Aviation package would include helicopter
options at as many facilities as possible.
Altogether, there are 19 of the 22 ICAO facilities with helicopter ramp starts. One has a
helicopter LZ but no ramp start and 2 other facilities do not have helicopter operations
at all.

The 20 helicopter facilities available have an assortment of landing and takeoff pads,
based on what the locations are noted for. There are 8 different types of helicopter pads,
as noted and pictured below.

As far as platforms are concerned, we have 3 different types as can be seen above. The
high tower, used in logging, the middle platform used mostly for tourism and the low
platform used for both and other options.

One tourism feature uses a hardened building top and an access tower with a
commanding view of the Johnstone Straits to the west. This is shown below on the left,
while the “heli-barge”, a floating but tethered steel barge used in a number of places in
the EPA operating area, is shown on the right.

Finishing off our collection, we have 3 flat helicopter pads. The first is a hardened and
raised concrete pad, while the other two are merely bright markings on a couple of
example surfaces, shown below.

Physics & Frames

The EPOCH Passage Aviation Package is a large build. There are over 670 custom art
files (objects, lines, draped polys, orthos, forest files and associated textures) in the
folder, which doesn't account for assets drawn from three libraries and the simulator's
internal art. Each facility is quite detailed, some more than others, and a noticeable draw
on your system resources in the form of reduced frame rates will be experienced.
All textures have been kept to low or medium resolution and definition, but there are a
good number of them. Ramp starts have been optimized for the most part to have your
craft pointing away from extremely dense scenes until you draw back a distance and
your system does not have to work so hard. Even so, it is not uncommon to experience
a frame rate 'hit' of 15 to 20 frames compared to default scenery, so optimizing your
system by reducing a few loads (like forest density, clouds etc.) can only help.
Hardened surfaces can cause frame rate loss. The EPA SoftDock ™ definitely costs in
frames, so if your system is struggling, load your craft at the standard “Dock” instead.
The helicopter pads are not too bad. If you run up on an 'invisible' surface, like that
utilized to firm up the dock bases or define a land area that used a no-surface
orthographic, you will notice a reduction in frames, immediately improving once you get
back in the water or on dry land.
Lighting has been kept to a minimum while still looking handsome. This helps with frames
and lights are in keeping with the real world, in that there are few at these facilities after
dark, as there are only usually emergency flights after dark. Flashing beacons are
strategically and sparingly used and animation is reserved to occasional smoke from
chimneys or fires and moving sea life in the channels and harbours where frame rates
are already in good shape.
We hope you enjoy the special features of this scenery and adventure package and look
forward to your comments!

The Custom Facilities

Welcome to the first phase of EPOCH Passage Aviation and its related custom facilities
that are available as a part of this scenery and adventure package.
There are 22 custom ICAO-defined EPA facilities and as many non-ICAO-defined
locations available to the simulator pilot. There are also a number of points of interest in
the defined service area for this VA, which is a subsidiary of EPOCH Alaska Air.
A float base that is defined by an ICAO code (e.g. CEPM – Port McNeill Nimpkish River)
has associated with it one or more custom 'ramp starts', which in the case of this
package, will start your aircraft at a dock at the facility that has been chosen. There are
usually 2 or more spots to start at each ICAO code, and include helicopter starts and
even the occasional STOL-strip parking areas.

This document provides two main features:

1. Four Master Facilities / Service Table pages that offer all of the pertinent
information for each of the available locations. There are 43 individual entries
in this, and provide you with locations, available services, primary activities
and start spots among other details. Each of the four have been sorted into
categories to assist in finding the facility that is required for any given flight.
2. Each of the 43 locations has associated screenshots. Most are both day and
night views of the location. Most of these facilities are on their own page, in
alphabetic order by name and begin with one of the signs that is seen within
the scenery package simulation.
The EPOCH Passage scenery includes two versions for the X-Plane simulator. The first
version is for V10.42+ and needs to be used with alpilotx's HD Mesh Version 3. Any
lower mesh will have inaccuracies and the default mesh that ships with X-Plane is too
low of a definition for this package to be considered usable. The Ultra High Definition
mesh for the area (+50 -130) should work just fine but has not been tested as yet.

Enjoy the following data and pictures. These are the key to your adventure and will help
immensely with immersion as you familiarize and then become comfortable finding all of
the locations. We start with a map of the flight sectors!

CAPE CAUTION LIGHTHOUSE

LAGOON COVE RESORT

BONES BAY RESORT

Guide
To The

Introduction
By now, you should have a firm understanding of the EPOCH Passage Aviation Custom
Scenery Package and know how to install the custom NDB codes to enhance your flying
experience.
So it's time to get some 'doing' done! Let's get everything in your X-Plane Custom
Scenery folder and then look beyond just having another set of scenes gathering static
on your hard drive.

Installation (Mesh)

First and foremost, you might go ahead and install the custom NDB codes by following
the detailed instructions provided in the chapter titled Guide to Features. It is relatively
painless and will take less than 5 minutes of your time.

The next step is to get hold of the Version 3 HD Mesh from alpilotx if you haven't got it
already. The scenery mesh tile (a little over 1 GB to download) is for +50 , -130. Here is
a link to his website where you can read what you need to do and then download it. If
you already have it, or the UHD mesh, or are using the Version 9.7 of this custom scenery
package then skip this!

http://www.alpilotx.net/downloads/x-plane-10-hd-mesh-scenery-v3/

Once that is installed correctly (remember to read his site page carefully so you
understand about downloading it and then placing it as the last item in your scenery.ini
file.

Installation (EPOCH Passage Aviation Territory Phase One)
You can leave the maps and documents folder and this guide right in the scenery folder.
Leave the NDB text file there as well, for future use. All that you need to do, once
unzipping the package, is to copy the entire folder, named as in the subtitle, but with
your version number added on the end, into your Custom Scenery folder off of the root
of your X-Plane main folder.
That's it. Ready to go. If you want to know a bit more about enhanced ways to use this
scenery, then please keep reading!

Tom Curtis' Inside Passage Scenery

It is with the greatest enjoyment and respect that we at EPOCH use our add-on Inside
Passage scenery from “Scenery4XP”... namely Tom Curtis. He has done an exquisite
job and it so happens that a number of his locations, which span over half of the west
coast of North America, co-exist with our package in the EPA Area of Operation.
When the EPOCH Passage Aviation package was built, we scoured the entire area and
mapped out where all of Tom's spots were, including his animated ferry routes, to ensure
that we did not overlap or conflict in any way with what he has put down in the way of
custom scenes. Then we built our package and like to think that the area is now one of
the most highly enhanced 5,000 square miles of the X-Plane world available today.
We will be using both our package and Inside Passage in our Virtual Airline, to deliver
up solid adventures, scheduled routes and taxi services to the outlying communities as
well as some of the major centres that Curtis has built. To that end, we thank him for his
work and would highly recommend the package if you don't already have it. Here is the
link...
http://www.scenery4xp.com/InsidePassage/Home.html
or purchase it directly from the Store at X-Plane.org

Using Your New Custom Scenery
As stated before, you can just go off flying or you can visit us at:
www.unex-planedapps.com
and look on the top menu bar for “EPA VA”. Inside there will be instructions for joining
the pilot team if you wish (to be included in the EPOCH Economy Model) or just
generating some taxi and sked missions for your own entertainment. These features will
be available right near the start of 2016, so watch for them!

Thank you for downloading our scenery and adventure creation. On behalf of all
of us at EPOCH Alaska Air and EPOCH Passage Aviation, we hope you truly enjoy
the experience – brought to you by your friends at uX-Pa!
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